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1) Introduction
Staerough Hill (Hill number 7487, Section 28B, OS 1:50000 Map 74 and OS 1:25000 Map OL16E,
Grid Ref NT828271) is listed as a Tump and Subhump in the Database of British and Irish Hills
with a drop of 96m. The hill has a height of 331m on the 1:50k and 1:25k maps, while the trig pillar
on the summit has a flush bracket height of 331.62m as recorded in the Ordnance Survey legacy
database. Visitors to the summit record that the highest point of the hill is 3m from the trig pillar. A
photograph suggests the summit is of comparable height to the flush bracket. The col has no spot
height on any map. The DoBIH gives 235m by interpolation between the 230 and 240m contours on
the 1:25k and 1:10k maps. The more recent OS Maps online product, which gives contours at 5m
intervals throughout Britain, shows the col lying between 230 and 235m. The same map gives a
330m contour at the summit. Hence there was a significant possibility that the hill’s drop exceeds
100m even before taking measurement error into account.
The purpose of the survey was to obtain accurate heights at summit and col and thereby an accurate
determination of drop.
2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey
The summit positions were identified and drop was measured using a Leica NA730 Professional
Automatic level (X30 telescopic system)/tripod system and a “1m” E-staff extendable to 5m as
required by Ordnance Survey.
Absolute heights were measured using a Leica Geosystems Viva GS15 Professional receiver. This
instrument is dual-frequency and multi-channel, which means it is capable of locking on to a
maximum of 12 GPS and 8 GLONASS satellites as availability dictates, and receives two signals
(at different frequencies) from each of these satellites. The latter feature reduces inaccuracies that
result from atmospheric degradation of the satellite signals. As a stand-alone instrument it is
capable of giving position and height to an accuracy of about two metres and five metres
respectively. Despite the on-board features of the Viva GS15 receiver, there are still sources that
create residual errors. To obtain accurate positions (± 0.01m) and heights (±0.05m), corrections
were made to the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) data via imported RINEX data from
Ordnance Survey and this dataset was post-processed using Leica Geo Office 8.3 software.
Conditions for the survey, which took place between 12.00hrs and 15.15hrs BST on 24 October
2018, were fair. The temperature was about 10 degrees Celsius and the wind on the summit was
light, at about 15mph, but occasionally gusting to about 30mph. The sky was clear for much of the
day with long sunny periods
3) Character of the Hill
Staerough Hill lies just 1km ESE of Town Yetholm, an attractive village of stone-built houses lying
along a wide straight road. One kilometre east of the hill is the Pennine Way that terminates in the
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nearby hamlet of Kirk Yetholm and one kilometre beyond that is the Scottish/English border. The
hill is one of several low hills in the area and both its col and summit are clothed in short grass; this
is sheep farming country. The best approach to the hill lies near the end of a short minor road at the
south end of the village, where there is parking just before a bridge over the river (Bowmont Water)
at NT820270. From the bridge the road continues for a short distance through Hayhope farm before
becoming a dirt track that rises towards the col, which was our first objective. The track terminates
at a gate but then continues towards the col as an ATV track. Finally, the ATV track is left just
before a wall (topped with barbed wire) which has to be crossed, and after a further 200m another
wall is crossed (no barbed wire) that then gives access to the col. From the col it is a short ascent
over short grass, after re-crossing the last wall, to the summit.

An extract from the OS 1:25000 map (Ordnance Survey Crown Copyright) is shown above.
4) Survey of the Col of Staerough Hill
A reconnoitre of the col showed this to be quite broad and to occupy an area of approximately 50m
by 50m. Although on approach we thought that it lay beyond (that is to the E of) the second wall,
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this was less clear once we had completed our reconnoitre. Since we recognised that determining
the position of the col would take some time, it was decided first to set up the Leica Viva GS15 at a
convenient position and start collecting data. It was mounted on a 1m pole secured by a ‘quickset’
tripod and GNSS data were collected for 1 hour with an epoch time of 15 seconds. A photograph
taken during data collection is shown in Appendix 1.
Once data collection was under-way the Leica NA730 was set up on a tripod at a convenient
position above the col area and flags were laid in two lines at right angles to one another, and about
10m apart, in the approximate valley-valley and hill-hill directions. Flags were positioned on both
the W and E sides of the wall since it was unclear on which side the col lay. Staff readings were
then taken at each flag. This exercise showed that the col lay on the east side of the wall, but quite
close to it and that it was south of the line of flags laid in the valley-valley direction. Accordingly, a
second line of flags was laid about ten metres south of the first and staff readings were taken of
these. Lastly, with the col now identified to within a small area, a small grid of flags 5m apart (not
shown in the diagram below) were laid and measured and the col position identified. Our work in
this small area also showed that the natural unevenness of the ground was of the order of +/-3cm.
Lastly, staff readings were taken at the GS15 set-up position to enable the height difference between
here and the col to be calculated. A diagram of the grid and the position of the wall are shown
below. Note that an area of about 15m square is all of very similar height.

The ten-figure grid references for the col position are:
Garmin Oregon 450

NT 83304 26786

Accuracy: averaged

Height: 237m

Garmin Etrex 20

NT 83304 26785

Accuracy: averaged

Height: 230m

Garmin Etrex 30

NT 83303 26785

Accuracy: averaged

Height: 233m
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These are values taken directly from the Garmin receivers and so are not OSTN15 (see Summary)
The data for the Leica Viva GS15 were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 using the nine nearest
base stations: (Kelso– KELO 12km, St Abbs – SABS 42km, Morpeth – MORO 52km, Eskdalemuir
– ESKD 63km, Newcastle - NCAS 75km, Edinburgh – EDIN 77km, Carlisle – CARL 82km,
Wearhead – WEAR 87km, Drumalbin – DRUM 92km). We used Broadcast Ephemeris data
received by the GPS during the survey rather than Precise Ephemeris data, since we have found this
makes little difference to the height results. The Hopfield Tropospheric model was chosen for the
calculations to suit the data collection times and the difference in height between the base stations
and the summit and col of the hill. The vertical offset from measuring point to the ground was
1.000m and this was used in the calculations. The result for the height measurement of the Leica
Viva GS15 set-up position is:
System

Easting

error(1SD)

GS15

383323.955 0.002

Northing

error(1SD)

Height(m)

error(1SD)

626799.192

0.002

231.456

0.012

Staff Reading at Leica Viva GS15 set-up position = 1.923m
Staff reading at col position = 1.550m
Set-up position is 1.923 – 1.550 = 0.373m lower than col position
Therefore col height is 231.456 + 0.373 = 231.829m
5) Survey of the Summit of Stearough Hill
Our first observation, once at the summit of the hill, was that ground about 3m east of the trig pillar
was the highest point of the hill, although ground a further 5m to 10m away might be as high. The
Leica NA730 was set up at a convenient position and staff readings were taken on all these
positions. It was quickly established that the ground 3m east of the trig pillar was indeed the highest
point of the hill. In addition a staff reading on the flush bracket on the trig pillar was also taken so
that our height measurement could be compared with that in the Ordnance Survey database of trig
pillars.
Staff reading of summit position = 0.473m
Staff reading of flush bracket = 0.225m
Summit position is 0.473 – 0.225 = 0248m lower than flush bracket
Next, the Leica Viva GS15 was mounted on the short tripod assembly directly over the summit
position (see Appendix 1) and GNSS data were collected for one hour with an epoch time of 15
seconds. A photograph is shown in Appendix 1 of the tape reading, 0.522m, for the short tripod set
up.
The data for the Leica Viva GS15 were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 using the same nearest
nine base stations that were used for the col and also using Broadcast Ephemeris data and the
Hopfield Tropospheric model. The vertical offset from measuring point to the summit was 0.522m
plus 0.255m for the tribrach/hook system and this was used in the calculations. As far as is possible,
the base stations are evenly distributed around the survey points and heights measured from each
base station were within +/-0.06m of the mean result for the summit.
The results for the summit of Staerough Hill are tabulated below:
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System

Easting

error(1SD)

GS15

382875.144 0.002

Northing

error(1SD)

Height(m)

error(1SD)

627187.735

0.002

331.198

0.012

The height of Stearough Hill is 331.20m
The drop for Stearough Hill is 331.198 -231.829 = 99.37m
The measured height of the flush bracket is 331.198m + 0.248m = 331.446m
The height given in the OS trig pillar database is 331.622m
The difference between OS height and measured height is 331.622 – 331.446 = 0.176m
6) Summary of Operating Conditions

Variable

Staerough Hill
summit

Staerough Hill
col

Data collection summit (min)

62

62

Number of Base Stations used
in Processing for all points

9

9

Epoch Time (sec)

15

15

Tropospheric Model

Hopfield

Hopfield

Geoid Model

OSGM15

OSGM15

15

15

Cut off Angle (deg)

7) Discussion of Results
The summit of Staerough Hill was 3m from the trig pillar and the uncertainty in height associated
with locating this position is less than ±0.01m. The col was more difficult to locate and the ground
was more uneven. Based on height variations in the vicinity of the col we estimate the height
uncertainty associated with the location as ±0.05m. The height uncertainty for 1hr data collection
has been measured by us and is ±0.06m. Therefore the height uncertainty for the determination of
drop is (0.012 + 0.062 + 0.052 +0.062)0.5 = 0.1m.
10) Summary of Results
The drop of Staerough Hill is 99.4±0.1m thereby confirming its status as a Subhump.
The height of Staerough Hill is 331.2m±0.06m. The summit is ground 3m NNE of the trig pillar at
*NT 82875 27187.
The col is at *NT 8330 2678 and its height is 231.8+/-0.08m.
*grid references to OSTN15
Chris Crocker, Jim Bloomer & Graham Jackson, 5 November 2018
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Appendix 1

View of Leica GS15 in col area showing some of the grid of flags

Tape reading for Leica GS15 on summit
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Leica Viva GS15 collecting data on the summit

Leica Viva GS15 on the summit
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The team members on the summit of Staerough Hill
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